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How to represent my problem for computer programming 

? 5m

6m

4.5m

7m

a[0] 5

a[1] 6

a[3] 4.5

a[4] 7

Array representation of data

According to Wikipedia:pseudocode, “pseudocode is compact and 
informal high-level description of a computer programming algorithm that 
uses the structural conventions of a programming language, but is 
intended for human reading rather than machine reading.” see also 
https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/how-to-write-a-pseudo-code/

1: Input: an array
2: Initialize maximum_element with a[0], i.e, m
aximum_elemen=a[0]
3: for i=1 to length(a)-1
4: if maximum_element<a[i]
5:  maximum_element=a[i]
6: End if
7: End for 
8: Return maximum_element
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How to program my problem in Python

? 5m

6m

4.5m

7m

How to write a program for the robot to choose the shortest path?

### KCS LAB 

## finding the shortest path in the array 

import numpy as np 

paths = np.array([5,6,4.5,7])

# initializing the first item to be the miniimum

min = paths[0]  

# for loop to run through every elements in the list

for i in range(len(paths)):  

  # comparing minimum values with the elements in the 

list

  if  min >= paths[i]:

    # update the minimum value

    min = paths[i]

print('The shortest path is:', min) 

Output : The shortest path is: 4.5

-----------------------------------

 

Assignment 1, Problem no 1

Write a program to sort the list of distances stored in an array in 
descending order?

Example :  Input : distances = [9,6,7,1,4,5,8]
    Output : distances = [9,7,8,6,5,4,1]

You can also find the code here:

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1BLfoWaeBplJTPb2w_0ahmMewdmTtrJ-f?usp=sharing
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Motion Planning via Visibility Graph

- Create the visibility graph: clearly show the 
vertices and edges and write the distance 
between visible vertices as weights on the 
edges

- Use Dijkstra algorithm to find the shortest path 
from the show start point to the shown goal 
point.
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Sponsors
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